Stichting Milieu, Wetenschap & Beleid, en De Groene Rekenkamer are pleased to invite you to:

The Disconnect Between CO2 and World Sea-Level Trends
By Thomas Wysmuller
Date:
Location:

Thursday May 9th, 19.30h - 21:30h
Frederik Matthesstraat 30, Delft

Registration required at info@mwenb.nl

Program
19.00h
19.30h
20.15u
21.00u

Reception
The Disconnect Between CO2 and World Sea-Level Trends – Thomas Wysmuller
Meet & Greet, drinks
End

Tom Wijsmuller
Was born into the famous Wijsmuller Zeesleeper family, and briefly sailed on Wijsmuller Tugs as a youth.
Moving with his family to the United States, he studied Meteorology - even working briefly with the KNMI
as a summertime replacement meteorologist for vacationing staff members.
He was appointed to a NASA executive intern position and served with the agency before, during, and after
the Moon Landings. He still retains some connections with NASA and is trying to persuade the agency to
build a fleet of “Space Tugs” to ferry men and materials between Low Earth Orbit, the Moon, and EarthSun L2, where the Webb Space Telescope will be positioned. Over the years he has lectured at UvA, Delft
TU, and chaired “Water Day” at UNESCO’s IHE.
He lectures on climate and Sea-Level matters all over the US and the world, recently having chaired the
Oceanography Section of the massive World Congress on Oceans in Qingdao, China.
Tonight Tom will speak on “The Disconnect Between CO2 and World Sea-Level Trends ” using charts,
graphics, and long term verified and validated data to drive his points home. His webpages:
www.colderside.com can be accessed for more information, especially the Media pages which contain
many of his presentations.

Public Transport
The venue (Frederik Matthesstraat 30) is at a 20 minutes’ walk from the Delft station towards the north.
Most of the way can be done by Tram 1, to the Nieuwe Plantage stop, close to the Prinsenhof Parking
Garage entrance, leaving a 5 minutes’ walk.
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Parking
[1] There is place for only a few cars on our parking lot, and the parking places in the neighbourhood are
reserved for license holders.
You can also park in the brand new Prinsenhof parking garage (Kampveldweg 3, Delft) at a 5 minutes walk
from our office. If you have problems walking, let us know, and we will reserve a parking place for you.

[2] TomTom will guide you through the very narrow streets of the village through the Zocherweg and the Frederik
Matthesstraat. But it is easier to drive to the parking lot at the right side of our Villa right away, as soon as you see it,
and check if there still is a place available:
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